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Introduction

Impact response simulation and model validation

Reliable assessment of extreme external events like earthquakes and
aircraft impacts is important for overall safety of nuclear power plants.
These assessments can nowadays be carried out with sophisticated
numerical tools. In order to be reliable, the used tools, methods and
models need to be validated. This validation calls for relevant
experimental data either from similar large scale scenarios or smaller
scale tests. These were the main topics in ERNEST project within
SAFIR2018, the Finnish Research Programme on Nuclear Power Plant
Safety (2015 - 2018). The earthquake study and participation in VeRCoRs
benchmark, focusing on the ageing of containment structure, are not
presented here.

A material model for reinforced concrete structures subjected to highly
dynamic loads was developed. A numerical sensitivity study was
performed in three simple but representative stress states: the uniaxial
tension state, the confined uniaxial compressive state and the pure shear
state. An element removal criterion based on pure shear failure was
proposed. The new model was used for FE simulations of several impact
tests with Abaqus code. Its sensitivity to model parameters and element
size was studied. The figures below focus on impact test E4, where the
slab centre was not reinforced. For the concrete in simulation, dilation
angle of 30o and element size of 5 mm were used.

Impact testing
Impact testing of reinforced concrete structures has been one of the
success stories at VTT. Already started in the previous
SAFIR programmes, it was continued in this project. Five selected tests
were carried out with emphasis on different topics. The first two tests
concentrated on the balance between bending and shear punching
failure. The third test confirmed that, from the viewpoint of punching
resistance, one single slab is a more feasible solution than two
consecutive ones. The last two tests showed that the way how the
strength of concrete is achieved can affect the punching resistance of the
slab.

Modelling of an aircraft impact
A detailed finite element model of Boeing 777-300 was created for
numerical simulation of the impact loads caused by a wide-body
passenger aircraft crashing against a rigid target. The purpose was to
study the difference between the impact loading functions obtained by
using a detailed finite element (FE) model and a considerably simpler
analytical Riera approach. Impacts with velocities of 110 m/s and 160 m/s
were studied. The main discrepancy between these two methods is that
the effect of semi-hard parts like engines and landing gear is not properly
included in the crushing force assumption used in the Riera approach. For
this reason, mass flow and thus assumed mass distribution dominates the
analytically obtained loading function. Otherwise, especially for the
fuselage part, the loading functions were in agreement.

Figure 2. Left: Slab back surface after test E4 and corresponding deformed FE
model shape after 4 ms. Right: Deformed projectile in test and simulation.

Figure 3. Horizontal and vertical slab cross-sections after test E4 and
corresponding deformed FE model shape (after 6 ms).

Figure 4. Projectile velocity in test E4 and corresponding FE simulations with
two different mesh sizes and values of dilation angle.

Conclusion
Figure 1. Force resultant of Boeing 777-300 impacting a rigid target with
velocity of 110 m/s: FE simulation (blue curve) and Riera approach with
different assumptions. FE model of the aircraft with a detail of the engine.
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